OBJECTIVES:
Well designed objectives help a great deal in the formulation of research problem. Sandhu and Singh have rightly observed that specific objectives must be decided for exploring any research problem. In this work following objectives can be cited:

• To study the role played by MCED in promoting entrepreneurship in Maharashtra State

• To understand management patterns adopted by MCED for effective training and orientation

• To evaluate MCED’s training modules and to suggest improvements

• To develop new models and approaches of fostering entrepreneurship in the backward region of Maharashtra state.

• To suggest remedies for quality improvement of training imparted by MCED in new millennium

IV. HYPOTHESES:
Dr. P.V. Young has described hypotheses as future prediction of research findings. These statements describe relationship between various factors related to the research work. The following ‘points can be noted as hypotheses of the problem.

\( H_1 \) - MCED is a progressive training school with highly evolved infrastructure.

\( H_2 \) - MCED has established its own advanced models in training not only in Maharashtra but also on national level.

\( H_3 \) - Web based training and adoption of IT based training is a new achievement of MCED.

\( H_4 \) - Quality and excellence is the thrust of MCED’s day to day functioning

\( H_5 \) - MCED is conducting programs to improve productivity of young entrepreneurs on large scale.